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THE FIRST EXOTIC CLASS OF A MANIFOLD

BY

DAVID L. FRANK(')

Let BF be the classifying space for stable oriented spherical fibrations. Gitler

and Stasheff have defined a cohomology class ey in Hpr'1(BF;Zp), where here

(and throughout this paper)/» is an odd prime and r=2(p— 1). For a discussion of

the nature and significance of this class, see the introductions to [2], [4], [7].

Suppose F is a (pr- l)-dimensional oriented Poincaré complex. Let v be the

stable normal spherical fibration of P, i.e., the unique stable spherical fibration

with reducible Thorn complex [6]. Define ey(P) to be ex(v). Similarly, define <7¡(F)

to be q¡(v), where q¡ is the z'th Wu class. It is clear that ey(P) depends only on the

homotopy type of P. We wish, however, to express ex(P) in terms of an explicit

invariant of the homotopy type of P.

In fact, we will construct a certain nonstable secondary cohomology operation

Q, mapping cohomology classes of dimension r into classes of dimension pr— 1

(Zp coefficients), such that

Theorem 1. Q(qyP) is defined with zero indeterminacy, and Q.(qyP) = ey(P).

Remark. In the course of the proof of Theorem 1, we will give a construction of

the class ey which is rather different from that given by Gitler and Stasheff.

Theorem 1 allows us to compute ey(P)—at least in principle, and often in

practice. For example,

Theorem 2. There is a Poincaré complex P of the homotopy type of

(ST v S^-^-^Ue»"-1

such that ey(P)^0.

In another paper these results will be applied to the study of the existence of

differential structures on manifolds of dimension pr-1. Indeed, let r¡ be the group

of exotic i-dimensional spheres, and let H be the quotient of r, by the subgroup of

spheres bounding parallelizable manifolds. According to [3], /7-torsion first appears

in the groups F[ precisely when i=pr—2; in fact, if "G denotes the p-primary

component of G, then pT',r_2=Zp. Moreover, r¡ = r¡ for i even, so Tpr_2=Zv.

Now let M be a differential manifold (all manifolds are compact and oriented) of
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dimension pr— 1, whose boundary 8M is an exotic sphere. Let [8M]P e Tpr_2 be

the />-primary component of this exotic sphere. Also, let M* be the closed topo-

logical manifold M u Cone (8M).

Theorem 3. [8M]P = 0 if and only ifQ(qxM*)=0.

Thus ü(qxM*) measures thep-primary component of the obstruction to smooth-

ing M*. Using this result, one can construct a manifold M whose boundary is a

generators,, of Tpr_2.

Theorem 4. £p bounds a manifold of the homotopy type of ST v S(p~1)r~1.

We postpone proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 to a later paper, where results on

higher-dimensional exotic spheres not bounding parallelizable manifolds will also

be given.

Remark. A proof of Theorem 4 for the case p = 3 was given in [1]. A similar

proof does not work when />2:5 because the appropriate element of wpr_2(.Sr) is

in the image of the ./-homomorphism only when p = 3. In particular, Sp bounds a

"plumbed" manifold only when/? = 3.

The proof of Theorem 1 uses recent techniques of E. Thomas. I am very grateful

to Professor Thomas for teaching me about his methods.

1. Definition of the operation Q. Let qx e Hir(BSO;Zp) be the ith Wu class;

let P' be the ith Steenrod power (for the prime/?).

Lemma 1.1. Ifj<p, then

q, = biP'-\q1) + Ri(gi, P\qi\ ■ ■■,Pi'2(qù),

where b¡ e Zp is nonzero, and R, is a polynomial in j— 1 variables.

Proof. 10= 1, clear. Assume the lemma for all t <j; let U be the universal Thorn

class. Then

q,-U = P'(U) = bjP'-^^U),   by an Adem relation

= bj py-i(?i)-t/+2^'1"(?i)--p,(t/)

where the summation runs from 1 toy—1,

-b,

Therefore,

Pi-\qù-U+2pi~1~ttiJ-aflJ

q3 = b, F'-1(<7i) + 2>-1~ttei)-'7<

Since, by assumption, qt is a polynomial in qx,.. .,Pt~1(q1), the lemma follows by

induction.
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To define the operation D, we will display its universal example. Let Kt (i>0)

be an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(ZP, i) and let ut be the fundamental class in

HXK) (Zp coefficients always).

We define a class v e Hip~1)T(Kr) by the formula

V =  bp.yP*-3(ur) + Rp-y(ur, P\ur), . . .,P'-3(Ur)),

where bp.y and Rp-y are as in Lemma 1.1.

We have the diagram

i
K(P-y)r-l -► E

77

Y      V

Kr-> A(p _ 1)r

where n is the fibration induced by v from the path-loop fibration on Kip-1)r, and

i is the inclusion of the fiber. (We refer to such a diagram as the principal fibration

determined by v.)

Associated to this fibration we have the Thomas exact sequence ([10, p. 187];

see also, [5], [11])

(*) W(Kr) -I* H\E) -£* W(K(P-Vr-yxE,E)-^W+1(Kr),

valid for allj<2(p-l)r-2.

Define a s H pr " ̂ K^ _ 1)r _\ x E, E) by

a = P1u® 1 + U®tt*(ut),

where w=M(p_1)r_i.

Lemma 1.2. t(«)=0.

Proof. Using properties of r [10, p. 188], we have

r(a) = P^Tyuft + ffa) U Ur = Ph + VU U„

where f is the usual transgression.

Let fi: BSO-+Kr satisfy f*(ur)=qx. By [2, Lemma 3.3], kernel/* is generated,

in dimensions Spr, by those elements in the Cartan basis containing a Bockstein.

Therefore, it suffices to show/*(T(a))=0. But note thatf*(v)=qp_y. Thus

/*««)) =f*(Plv+v u uT) = iHft-O+î^Uft

= 0   (by a Wu formula)
which proves the lemma.

Since r(a) = 0, there is, by exactness of (*), an a> s HPT'1(E) with /x(cu) = a. We

take tu to be the universal representative for the operation Û. Thus Q is defined on

those classes x e H'(X) for which v(x)=0; the indeterminacy subgroup of Q(.x) is

the image of the homomorphism H<-p'1)r-1(X) -+ Hp,-\X) given by (see [10], [5])

c^-P^-c+cu x.
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2. A result of Thomas. We quote a result which we will need in the proof of

Theorem 1. Suppose we have a principal fibration

Kjr.x-UE

"   c
B-^Kjr.

Let keHl(E), where t<2jr-2, and let i*(k) = a(ujr_x) for some a in Ap, the

Steenrod algebra. Assume there is a spherical fibration f over B with q¡(^) = c.

Moreover, assume there is an Adem relation aP'=0, and let i> be an associated

secondary operation. Let UE be the Thorn class of tt*(£). Note that i> is defined

on UE.

Proposition 2.1. There is a class de H\E) such that i*(d) = i*(k) and

d- UE e <D(t/£).

Proof. This is a special case of the modp analogue of Theorem 6.4 of [9].

(Set 5' = point, k'+p*m = d in that theorem. Thomas states his result only for

vector bundles, but the proof is the same when £ is a spherical fibration.)

3. Proof of Theorem 1. We deduce Theorem 1 from a more general result.

Let ß be a (k- l)-dimensional oriented spherical fibration over a complex X. Let

T(ß) be the Thorn complex of ß and Uß the Thorn class in Hk(T(ß)). Let <t> be the

secondary cohomology operation associated to the Adem relation F1Fp_1 = 0.

Assume that the Wu class qp_x(ß)=0. Note that <&(Uß) is then defined.

Theorem A. Given ß as above, Q(qx(ß)) is defined and

[!A(qx(ß))-ex(ß)]Ue = <i>(Ue).

In particular, these two expressions have the same indeterminacy.

Before proving Theorem A, we give the

Proof of Theorem 1. Let v be the normal spherical fibration of P. Since T(v) is

S-dual to F+ (=F with a disjoint basepoint), Pp-1(Uv)=0 if and only if the

homomorphism
c(Pp~1): Hr-\P)^ Hpr~\P)

is trivial, where c is the canonical anti-isomorphism of Ap. (Compare [8, Chapter

III, Proposition 1.4].) But c(Pp~1) is a multiple of Fp_1, and F"'1 is zero on

(r— l)-dimensional classes. Therefore Pp-1(Uv)=0, i.e., qp-i(v)=0.

Since v7P_i(v)=0, we may apply Theorem A to v. Now T(v) is reducible (that is,

the top cohomology class is spherical), so 3>(t/v)=0, with zero indeterminacy.

Therefore
[Q(qx(v))-ex(V)]-Uv = 0,

so £l(qxP) = ex(P), with zero indeterminacy, which proves Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem A. First note that v(qy(ß))=qp-y(ß)=0, so, Q is defined on

9x(ß)-
Also, the indeterminacy of ^(Uß) consists of all elements of the form Fx(c- U),

c e //<p-1)r-1(A'). If {P\c- U)} denotes the set of all such elements, then

{P1(c-U)}^{[P1(c) + cUq1(ß)].U}

= [indeterminacy of Cl(qy(ß))] ■ U.

Therefore [Q(?i(j8)) —ei(j3)]- UB and <S>(Ue) have the same indeterminacy. Thus to

prove Theorem A, we need only show they have a common representative.

Let BF(m), m large, be the classifying space for (m— l)-dimensional oriented

spherical fibrations, and let £ be the universal (m— l)-dimensional fibration.

Consider the principal fibration

K
h

(p-l)r-l

(3.1)

Fi

"•i

BF(m)^K(p-1)r.

Since qP-i = v(qy), we have a commutative diagram

K,(P-l)r

Ex

•1  — ^"-(p-l)r-l

-> E

"■i

BF(m)
?i

■^(P-Ur-

Let k=g*(co). Then, by definition, k e £2(*r*(^i)).

Let S over Fi be the spherical fibration iry(i). We claim

(*) (k-ey(8)).Uô e (&([/,).

Notice that Theorem A follows immediately from (*), for if ß: X -*■ BF(m) is a

spherical fibration with qp-y(ß)=0, then ß lifts to f: X-^Ey. By naturality,

fy*(*)-ei(/5))-CAfl6*(t/a) and /*(*) s n(qy(ß)). Thus (f*(k)-ey(ß))-Ue is the

required common representative.

To show (*), we apply Proposition 2.1 to the fibration (3.1), with a—P1. We

conclude that there is a class de Hpr~\Ey) with i*(d) = i*(k) and

(**) d-Uàe<b(Uô).

Lemma 3.2. k = d+Trf(z),for a unique z e H^-^BFim)).

Proof. It is easy to see that H'(BF) = 0, i<r, and Hr(BF)=Z„, with qx as
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generator. (For example, see [4].) It follows that any a e Hpr-1(Kip_1)r-i xFi, Fi)

can be written in the form

aP\u)®l+u®TT*(b-qx),       a,beZp.
Let

P : H pr - \Ex) -> H pr - \Kip _ 1)r _, x Eu Ex)

be the map in the Thomas exact sequence for the fibration (3.1). If if(jc)=0,

xejf'-^Ex), then p(x) = u ® rrf(Z>-^). Now 0 = rp(x) = b(qp _ x u qx). This im-

plies è = 0, since qp-x u^^O. Therefore, if(x) = 0 implies p(x) = 0. By exactness,

x=7rf(z). Moreover, a glance at the Thomas exact sequence shows that

TT*:Hpr- l(BF(m)) ->HP" l(E1)

is injective, so z is unique. Since i{¥(k — d)=0, the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.3. The class z which occurs in Lemma 3.2 is nonzero.

Proof. Let h: Spr~l -+ BF(m) be a generator of %r_1(5F(w))=Zp. Note that

h lifts to/: S*"'1 -► £,. By Lemma 3.2,/*(*) =/*(</)+A*(z).

Now/*(A-) e Í2(^1(/í))=0, with zero indeterminacy, sof*(d)= —h*(z).

By(**),f*(d)Uhe<b(Un).
But the Thorn complex T(h) is of the form Sm ußl em+pr~1, where /Si is a generator

of p7Tpr_2 (see [2]), and 4> acts nontrivially in this complex, i.e., <¡>(Uh)^0, with

zero indeterminacy. Therefore z^O.

We now define ex to be the class z. Then

d= k-Tt*(ex) = k-ex(B).

Together with (**), this shows (*), and proves Theorem A. Alternatively, we may

show that z is equal to the class defined in [2], which we will call it. Since

Hpy-\BF) is at most Zp [4], ëx-bz, beZp nonzero. According to [2], if Y is the

secondary operation corresponding to the relation P1(P1)"-1 = 0, then h*(ëx)

■U^^Un). Now(F1)p-1 = (/?-l)!Fp-1=-Fp-1, so -h*(ëx)-Une 4>(Un). But

-h*(z)-Uh e <¡>(Uh). Therefore ëx = z.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.   Theorem 2 follows easily from

Proposition 4.1. There is a ße-rrPT_2(ST) such that if X=Sr <Jß e"''1, then

Q: HT(X) -» H^-^X) is nontrivial. (Clearly O is defined with zero indeterminacy.)

Assuming Proposition 4.1, we prove Theorem 2. Recall that

TTi + 1_x(S> v SO = ^,-»(5') © Tri + j_x(S>) ®Z,       (i,j > 2)

where the infinite cyclic factor is generated by the Whitehead product [ex, e¡] of

the inclusions et: S1 -> Sl v S', t = i,j.

life TTi+j_x(Si v SO, we write

f = fi®fi®Hf,      fteTTi+j.1(St),   HfeZ.
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If i+j, it is easy to see that (S* v S') u, ei+i is a Poincaré complex if and only if

Hr=±l. We write P(fufi) for the Poincaré complex (S^ S') uf ei+i, where

f=fi®fi®1- Now let i = r, j=(p-l)r-l. Let oe7rIM._a(S(p-1)r-1) be a map

such that F1:/f(!'-1)r-l(T)-*//!"--1(T) is nontrivial, where y-=s(p-1"-1

ua e"7'1 (see [8, p. 89]). Let P=P(ß, «), with ß as in Proposition 4.1.

We claim e1(F)#0. By Theorem 1, Q(qyP) is defined with zero indeterminacy,

and ey(P) = Cl(qyP). But there is a map c: P-> X=Sr ug e"7-1 such that c*: //'(A)

->/Y'(F) is an isomorphism for f#(/?-l)r— 1 (collapse so-1»--1 to a point).

By naturality, Q: //r(F)-v HPT~1(P) is an isomorphism. Thus it suffices to show

qy(P)¥=0; this follows from the fact that P1: //<«>-i»-i(F) -+Hpr-\P) is non-

trivial.

This proves Theorem 2, except for the proof of Proposition 4.1, which we now

give. The following lemma is certainly known to the dedicated homotopy theorists

(for completeness, we give a proof).

Lemma 4.2. There exist a complex

L = S3r~3 u e3r~2 U- • •u«*"llr-!

and maps

g:L->Sr-\       h:Spr-3-+L

such that

(1) F1: Htr-2(L)^H(i + 1)'-2(L) is nontrivial, 2SiSp-2.

(2) The functional operation P1: H'-^S'-1) -> H2'-2(L) is nontrivial.

(3) The functional operation F¿: //<p-1)r-2(L) -*. HPf-\Spr-3) is nontrivial.

Proof. Suppose inductively that we have constructed a complex

I(i-1) = S2r-2ue3r-2u---ue(i-1)r-2,       i Sp-l,

and a map g(i— 1):L(/—1)-> Sr_1 such that the functional operation P^-d is

nontrivial.

We define

KO = 2 [-S'"1 u9(i_i, Cone(L(/-l))],

where 2 is the (r— l)-fold suspension.

To define g(i):L(i) -> 5r_1, we use the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let (A, B) be a pair of complexes which is the suspension of a pair

(A', B'), and let Y be a space which is n-simple for all n. Suppose f: B—> Y is of

order p in the group of homotopy classes [B, Y]. If, for all i, Hi + 1(A, B; ^¡(Y))

is finite and has trivial p-primary component, then f extends over A.

Proof. Left to reader. (Hint: Given a partial extension F of/, the obstruction

cohomology class cF has order t, t£0(p). Take s with stsl(p). Then st(F)\B=f

and cstlF)=0.)
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Let a: S2''2 -> S7-1 be a map which is of order p in 7r2r_2(Sr-1); then the

functional operation P¡¡ is nontrivial [8, p. 90]. Since pTrJT^3(Sr'1)=0 for júp- 1

[12], Lemma 4.3 implies that a extends to a map g(i): L(i) -*■ Sr_1.

Thus we may construct L(p-\) and g(/>- 1): L(p- 1) -> Sf_1. We may also

construct the complex L(p) (but not the map g(p)). Let

L = ((/>-l)r-2)-skeleton of L(p),

h:Spr~3-+L = attaching map of the (pr-2)-cell of L(p),

g: L—>- Sr_1 = an extension of a: S2r~2 -> S7'1.

It is easy to see that the L, g, and h we have constructed satisfy conditions (1), (2),

and (3).

Now let ß' e w,,,. _ 3(Sr ~ 0 be the composite gh, and let ß be the suspension of ß'.

Also, let

A" = S'-1 ue. epr-\       X = suspension of A" = Sr ue e"-1.

To show Q: Hr(X) ->• Hpr~1(X) is nontrivial, it suffices to show

Ü':Hr-1(X')^Hpr-2(X')

is nontrivial, where Q' is the secondary operation whose universal example is

obtained by applying the loop functor to the universal example for Q. Thus the

universal example for Q' is

K-ip-iyr-2      *- F

v
KT-x *" K(p-x)r-l-

Since t' = bPp'2 + product terms, beZp nonzero, v' = bPp~2. (Informally, Q' is

the secondary operation associated to the relation P1Pp~2=0 on classes of

dimension r— 1.)

There is a commutative ladder of cofibrations

SPr-3—>L—»LUne"'-2—ïS1"-2

i F

ß'SPr-3 S_+ £r-l -y X'-y Spr~2.

Using conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.2 (and the fact that Fp-2=è'(F1)p_2),

we see that the functional operation

FjT2: H'-l(Xr) -* H{p~l)r-\L u ep"-2)

is nontrivial. Using condition (3) of Lemma 4.2, we see that

pi. H(,-i>,-2(L Uh gpr-2) _^ hp'-2(L uft ep'-2)
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is nontrivial. A Peterson-Stein formula [5] shows that

£l':H7-1(X')->HP7-3(X')

is nontrivial. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
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